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Land Records
� The land records in Uganda are am

from the 1900 Buganda Agreemen

Shortly after its signing, the first step

Department and the first Chief Surveyor arrived in the Country in 1901. 

� It was proposed that the first settlem

In 1902, after establishment of the in

gave his estimate as 14 years at a c

in mind that the work was eventual

Mailo Survey of Buganda in July 1904.

� The allotment lists were prepared and confirmed by Mengo Lukiiko. Once 

confirmed, each claim was further evidenced by the issue of a Provisional 

Certificate (PC) pending formal de

production of plans, an allocatee’s

of a Final Certificate (FC) supported

issuance of a mailo – owner certificate of Title upon its registration under the 

Ordinance of 1908. 

� The first titles were made in 1908 and was distributed by Sir Hesketh Bell, the 

Governor of Uganda on 2nd Januar

records in Uganda.

Land Records
among the first records created. They originated

ent which provided for the allotment of land. 

eps were taken to establish a Land and Survey 

Department and the first Chief Surveyor arrived in the Country in 1901. 

lement survey would take 10 years to complete.

e initial topographical survey, the chief surveyor 

a cost of 76,000 pounds. It was with this estimate

ally started upon what came to be called  the 

Mailo Survey of Buganda in July 1904.

The allotment lists were prepared and confirmed by Mengo Lukiiko. Once 

confirmed, each claim was further evidenced by the issue of a Provisional 

demarcation and survey. After survey and the 

e’s mailo interest was recognised by the issuanc

ted by a dimensional plan. This in turn led to the 

owner certificate of Title upon its registration under the 

The first titles were made in 1908 and was distributed by Sir Hesketh Bell, the 

ary 1909. These PC’s and FC’s are the first land 



The Survey Process
� The whole survey process which wa

the area from Ssingo County and was concluded in 

a total estimated cost of 200,000 pounds

� The survey task, which initially was th

complex, long and expensive. The original one thousand allocates virtually 

quadrupled. Claims and complex la

also caused further delays. A systematic method of survey was used with the 

policy of first dealing with those claims lying in the fertile and densely settled policy of first dealing with those claims lying in the fertile and densely settled 

counties in the vicinity of Kampala a

survey the relatively fewer claims in the outlying areas

� In September 1904, the Registration

The Chief Surveyor was also appoin

effect from 1905. This law provided for the compulsory registration of all 

documents conferring right, title or i

a testamentary nature. This was the first legislative attempt to provide for the 

maintenance of adequate land rec

effective operation, by the Registration of Title 

The Survey Process
was done systematically, started in  1904 covere

County and was concluded in Buvuma Islands in May 1936 

a total estimated cost of 200,000 pounds.

s thought to be easy and simple ended up being

complex, long and expensive. The original one thousand allocates virtually 

x land dealings developed. The First World War 

also caused further delays. A systematic method of survey was used with the 

policy of first dealing with those claims lying in the fertile and densely settled policy of first dealing with those claims lying in the fertile and densely settled 

la and working outwards in radical fashion to 

survey the relatively fewer claims in the outlying areas.

on of Documents Ordinance came into force. 

inted the Principal Registrar of Documents with 

effect from 1905. This law provided for the compulsory registration of all 

or interest I immovable property, except those o

a testamentary nature. This was the first legislative attempt to provide for the 

records but was superseded, before in came int

effective operation, by the Registration of Title law.



Cadastral Index mapCadastral Index map



Map showing FC and OwnerMap showing FC and Owner



Difficulties encountered

A) Complex and lengthy process

� After getting a PC, allocatee’s
Upon survey the land could be less that allocated, 
necessitating him/her to lo
initial laying claim, an allocate of say 
claim to pieces of land in different counties, 
Kyaggwe, 500 in Kibuga and 
survey and titling process more complex
lengthy.
survey and titling process more complex
lengthy.

� Surplus estates - Once an 
as per the PC, any excess 
automatically converted b
Chiefs redistributed some of these surplus estates by 
surrendering equivalent la
better desirable areas.

Difficulties encountered

A) Complex and lengthy process

allocatee’s lay claim for a particular area
Upon survey the land could be less that allocated, 

 look for extra elsewhere. Even at 
initial laying claim, an allocate of say 3,000 acres, could lay 
claim to pieces of land in different counties, ie 1,000 in 

and 1,500 in Ssingo. This made the 
survey and titling process more complex, tedious and survey and titling process more complex, tedious and 

Once an allocatee surveyed his entitlement
ss area became surplus estate which
d back to the crown. However, the 

Chiefs redistributed some of these surplus estates by 
 land from lesser desirable areas to 



Difficulties encountered cont’d

B) Paper claims 
� The Mailo settlement, at that time, 

size as it proceeds. No staff was av

upon the estates already demarca

end by 1918 was way behind schedule and was interrupted by the 1

Clearly something had to be done

to locals to assist in the survey.

Because people could not get the

their claims registered onto the titles and would get a paper confirming 

registration of their claim. This gave

made the register become a more

register of titles. 

Difficulties encountered cont’d

e, was like a rolling snowball which increases in 

available to attend to the mutations occurring 

rcated. The work which had been estimated to 

end by 1918 was way behind schedule and was interrupted by the 1st World War

ne to increase the officers and pass on expertise

he survey services in time, they resorted to havin

their claims registered onto the titles and would get a paper confirming 

ve rise to many paper claims on the title which 

re of a register of claims/ caveats rather than a



Paper claims

Sheet 1

Paper claims

Sheet 2



Difficulties encountered cont’d
C) Lack of trained personnel

� This gave rise to the establishment 

train plain tablers to assist th

Survey and Land Management located in Entebbe

�When the  allotment, survey

complex land records gene

archive the claims which were the root of the 

was done from 1936 onwar

were closed and Mailo titles 

Difficulties encountered cont’d
Lack of trained personnel

establishment of a survey Training school 

t the surveyors. This is now the School

Survey and Land Management located in Entebbe.

vey was completed in 1936, with the 

nerated, a decision was made to 

archive the claims which were the root of the mailo titles. This

ards. After archiving, these records 

titles used ( S 32 RTA).



MRV Sample 1

MRV Sample 2

MRV

MRV Sample 1

MRV Sample 2



Current Titles

Leasehold title

Freehold title

Current Titles

Freehold title



Mailo title and system deed plan

Mailo title
Deed plan

Mailo title and system deed plan

Deed plan



Land records (Period 
� At this point in time, all records were

Entebbe. The title records were incre

had extended beyond the native Bu

the parcels surveyed and title at that time:

This means that as of 1964, the total number of titles issued was 48,519

Land records (Period 1943 – 1956)
re centrally kept at the Lands and Survey office

creasing in number and the demand for the serv

 Buganda region. Below is a table showing statis

the parcels surveyed and title at that time:

This means that as of 1964, the total number of titles issued was 48,519



Land records cont’d
� A decision was made to create zonal and branch 

the people . This gave rise to 7 branch offices of 
Luweero District), Mityana, Masaka
native freehold titles. The leasehold
stayed at headquarters.  These became operational in 1956

� Zonal offices were created at Mbale
other land management services, p

� Before transfer of the Mailo records
method of title referencing of the mailo
method (MRV). These were also closed and archived and 
titles created.

� At closure, only the active instruments are carried forward to the new title 
registered proprietor and encumbrances still affecting the land.

Land records cont’d
A decision was made to create zonal and branch offies to take services neare
the people . This gave rise to 7 branch offices of Mukono, Bukalasa (current 

Masaka, Fortportal, Mbarara, Kabale for mailo and
old and freehold titles of the rest of the countr

stayed at headquarters.  These became operational in 1956.

Mbale, Arua, Gulu, Kabale, Fortportal to cater fo
s, particularly surveys and land administration

rds, a decision was also made to improve the
mailo titles from the register volume and folio

method (MRV). These were also closed and archived and Mailo Block and Plo

At closure, only the active instruments are carried forward to the new title i.e th
registered proprietor and encumbrances still affecting the land.



Land Records
� The records at the centre increased in number despite the facilities 

remaining the same. The title records came to about 
of the records in 2007 and 2009 respectively.

Kampala Mailo 

Office, June 2007

Leasehold 

Registry Jan 2009

This no wonder impacted on our delivery of service and on the integrity of our records.

ds (period 2000 to date)
The records at the centre increased in number despite the facilities 
remaining the same. The title records came to about 500,000. The situation
of the records in 2007 and 2009 respectively.

Kampala Mailo 

Office, June 2007

Leasehold 

Registry Jan 2009

This no wonder impacted on our delivery of service and on the integrity of our records.



Computerisation an
Land Registry

� With the support of the World Bank and the Private Sector Foundation Uganda, 

under the competitiveness project, Go

projects, one of which included the m

registry. This entailed sorting, reconstru

far captured about 500,000 records.

� The Ministry has also created six zonal 

Wakiso, Jinja, Mukono. Masaka and M

stop centre for all land services in thatstop centre for all land services in that

initially other seven in the next three ye

 and Modernisation of the
Land Registry

With the support of the World Bank and the Private Sector Foundation Uganda, 

 Government embarked on various land reform 

 modernisation and computerisation of the land

truction, indexing and data capture. We have s

al offices, in this first phase. These are at KCCA, 

 Mbarara which we are improving to be a one 

at geographical area. We intend to roll out to at geographical area. We intend to roll out to 

 years and later to the remaining 8 in 10 years.



Land records after Land records after 



Why Ministry req
� The Ministry of Lands has in the l

cases against us, particularly th
show that about 50% of the cases are 
were allocatee’s or transferees 
present to courts micro- film ext
ownership of the lands, which la
therefore thought it imperative 
guided and are enabled to reach the right decisions

� The Ministry also requests Honou
account the law of Limitation w
descendants.

� The Ministry also notes that we are getting an increasing number of 
administrators of estates who ar
not have any degree of consan
proprietor. Upon being registered on the title, they quickly cause 
transfers and other transactions to create an impression  of 

equested for an Interface
e last two years been affected by numerou
 the Department of Land Registration. Analy

show that about 50% of the cases are descendants/claimants of people
transferees of parcels under the PC and FC claims. T

xtracts, and cadastral map sheets claiming
h lands long changed hands. The Ministry 
e to give you this information so that you ar

guided and are enabled to reach the right decisions.

ourable members of the Bench to take into
 while deciding on matters of claims of land

The Ministry also notes that we are getting an increasing number of 
 are not known by the family members and
sanguinity with the deceased registered 

proprietor. Upon being registered on the title, they quickly cause muiltple
transfers and other transactions to create an impression  of bonafide par



�We have also registered administrators 

persons!

�We also wanted to use this 

members of the Bench of w

coming from and where we intend to gocoming from and where we intend to go

of the project, we intend to

portal, such that informatio

making a physical visit to ou

decision making.

Cont’d
administrators of estates of living 

his opportunity to inform Honourable 

f what we are doing, where we are 

coming from and where we intend to go. In this second phascoming from and where we intend to go. In this second phas

 to have the Banks and Courts to our

tion can easily be accessed without 

 our offices. It would assist in quick 



THANK YOUTHANK YOUTHANK YOUTHANK YOU


